MARCH 2010 # 117 snr
( official newsletter of the BlackJack Club)

SAM-21
CLIPPER
Society of Antique Modelers

Chapter 21

AMA 1470

next meeting: Thursday

MARCH 25th

7:00 pm **

at SARATOGA FIREHOUSE
Corner Saratoga Ave & Hwy 9
Park in rear & Enter thru Front door

Goodie Schedule - page 2
TED KAFER proudly displays his new S400 powered
KERSWAP. There is a building boom in S400 models
no doubt inspired by Tandy Walkers ongoing blog on building a Cloudster for S400 LMR, and the recent SAM 27/21
inter-club contest scheduled for early June!
Ted is also building a Cloudster!

Thanks to JANET for February Goodies!

Thanks to LESCHER for the Coffee!
& Thanks to WALT for the Facilities!
Sam 21 Dues :

$25 Full member - $15 associate

PRESIDENT: BILL COPELAND 4863 Primrose Lane, Livermore, Ca 94551 925-449-1105
VICE PREZ: WALT GURNEY 12767 HOMES Dr, SARATOGA, CA 95070 408-996-2725
SEC/TREAS: GARY LEOPOLD 905 ANITA Ave, BELMONT, CA 94002 650-592-5716
EDITOR:
STEVE ROSELLE 933 Barbara Ave Mtn. View, Ca 94040
Competition. Co-Ord: DAVE LEWIS 4709 Malero Plc. San Jose, Ca 95129
CHIEF PUBLISHER JANET ROSELLE
933 Barbara Ave, Mtn View, Ca 94040

650-969-1721
408-246-2257
650-969-1721

bnbent@pacbell.net
wgurney@comcast.net
gnleopold@sbcglobal.net
rosy@cheerful.com
lewis966@comcast.net
stoney7@mindspring.com

Now

Since last months raffle was
severely under stocked
—IE: NUTTIN! The club has
decided to replay and upgrade
this month to a
933 Barbara Ave
Mountain View, Ca
94040

44 cents,
Please!

SILENT AUCTION!
details herein...

In this issue:











First Class

p.2 - 2010 SAM WESTERN REGION CALENDAR
p.3 - December Minutes — JIM GIFFIN Obit.
p.4 - ROSY’s Outlook
p.5 - James Lollar’s Cloudster
p.6 - At the Meeting...
p.7-10 - SAM 21 MAY CONTEST/FUN-FLY flyer
p.11 - S400 LMR - HARDWARE
p.11 - CLASH of the TITANS
12 JUNE 2010
p.12 Gianco’s Towline Glider— SAM 26 FLYER
13 GORDON BURFORD Obit
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(You Betcha!)

Italics are PRELIMINARY Dates—Subject to Change!

2010

650-969-1721 rosy@cheerful.com
Month Sat
Sun
Event
JAN
2
3
JAN
9
10
1/08-10 AMA Trade Show—Ontario, Ca
JAN
16
17, 18 1/16-18
SOUTHWEST REGIONALS, Eloy Az
JAN
23
24
NCFFC Awards Luncheon & raffle—bring something...
JAN
30
31
SAM 21 BANQUET—HOLDER’s Country Inn Cupertino
FEB
6
7
FEB
13
14
FEB
20
21
FEB
27
28
MAR
6
7
Sun
SGMA Spring Bash FF/RC Wegaell fld.
MAR 13
14
MAR 20
21
Fri/Sat SABBATINI COLLECTO—Fresno 559-287-1717
MAR 27
28
SAM 26 SPRING ANNUAL RC Taft, Ca 805-739-0329
APR
3
4
(Sunday 4/4
Easter)
APR
10
12
Sat
NCFFC Sierra Champs FF/RC Wegaell fld
APR
17
18
.
APR
24
25
MAY
1
2
NCFFC Nor Cal—FF only Wageall fld.
MAY
8
9
Sunday 5/09
(Mother's Day)
MAY 15
16
MAY
22
23
SAM 21 RANCH ROMP Schmidt Ranch
MAY 29
30
Monday 5/31
Memorial Day weekend
JUNE
5
6
Sat NCFFC Western States Champs FF/RC Wageall fld.
JUNE 12
13
JUNE 12th—CLASH of the TITANS SAM 21 vs SAM 27
JUNE 19
20
Sunday 6/20
(Father's Day)
JUNE 26
27
JULY
3
4
SUN 7/4
Independence Day
JULY 10
11
JULY 17
18
JULY 24
25
SAM 30 Annual - Schmidt Ranch
JULY 31 Aug 1
AUG
1
3
AUG
8
9
AUG
15
16
Saturday 8/15 SAM 74 Collecto, Middletown, CA
AUG
22
23
Harry Leacock 707-994-8862
AUG 29
30
SEPT
4
5
Monday 9/6
Labor Day
SEPT 11
12
Sept 13th-17th SAM CHAMPS at Muncie, In.
SEPT 18
19
\ Sun 9/12 NCFFC SGMA Combo FF/RC Wageall fld
SEPT 25
26
OCT
2
3
1-3
SAM 27 CRASH & BASH Schmidt Ranch
OCT
9
10
OCT
16
17
SAM 21 S400 & !/2A TEXACO contest—DWARFs
OCT
23
24
SAM 26 JOHN POND COMMEMORATIVE Taft, Ca
OCT
30
31
Sat
SGMA Sweeper FF/RC Wageall fld.
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

SAM 21’s Website:
www.SAM-21.ORG

SAM WEST COAST Event Schedule Revised 12 Dec, 2009 - Steve

6
13
20
27
4
11
18
25

8
15
22
29
5
12
19
26

SAM 21 Collecto Nordahl Hall, Saratoge, Ca
Thursday 11/25 Thanksgiving Day

Thursday 12/25 Christmas Day
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Sam 21 Meeting Dates
7:00 p.m.
@ SARATOGA FIRE
DEPARTMENT
Corner Saratoga ave &
Sunnyvale-Saratoga Hwy

2010
January 28
February 25

March 25
April 22
May 27
June 24
July 22
August 26
September 23
October 28
November 18
(due to Thanksgiving Conflict)
December 16
(due to Christmas Conflict)

2010 GOODIE
Schedule
Here are the choices for the year. I went
by alphabetical order on the roster (but
Started with me) excusing those who normally do not come to meetings on a regular
basis.
If you cannot accommodate this schedule,
then it will be your responsibility to ShangHi (uhh) persuade another member to take
your place.
And If you feel ‘The Call‘
(and aren’t on this list), please call some
unfortunate soul on the list and offer to take
their place.

JANUARY
FEB

MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPT
OCT
NOV

DEC
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Gurney
Roselle

Sargent
JOKI
Leopold
Lewis
Marshall
Chichiletti
Smith
SASO
Vanderbeek

Dowling

Minutes of the SAM 21 Meeting
of February 25, 2010
Meeting was called to order by President Copeland
at 7:00 p.m. at the Saratoga Fire House.
Introduction of Guests: None

Members present: 14

Membership Report: Leopold: 2010: 26 reg. pd.; 4 not pd.; 14
assoc. pd., 2 not pd.; 5 Life members. Total: 51
Minutes of the January 28, 2010 Meeting: Approved
Treasurer’s Report: 1/28/10 $6,916.57 – 2/23/10 $5,393.08
Bills & Claims: $96.25 to Janet Roselle for January newsletter; $240 to Saratoga Fire District; $14 to Walt Gurney for
badges for banquet; $99.42 to Dave Lewis for Engraving of
2009 trophies; $200 to Robert Schmidt for screen door at
Schmidt Ranch; $1,000 to The Country Inn for SAM-21 Banquet; $40 to AMA for club contest sanction; $23.82 to Badge
Makers.

New Business: Chichilitti – SAM-21 “Ranch Romp” – Contest
sanctions paid for contest on May 22/23. Contest will use the
previously adopted Fun Fly Format and will include a raffle. C/
D Chichilitti to coordinate selection of SAM events.to be contested Vanderbeek ‘s offer to make participant trophies was
gratefully accepted. Roselle to coordinate art work..
Copeland - Fun Fly challenge from SAM-27 (the wimps) The
challenge was accepted. Rules, dates and events to be determined. Chichilitti to coordinate with SAM 27.
Break: 8:01

Drawing: Gurney: Due to lack of items for drawing this month,
Scheduled Events: Lewis:
members voted to have drawing next month.
- February 28 SGMA Spring Bash – Weagell
- March 27/28 SAM 26 Spring Annual – Taft. Lewis handed out Show & Tell: Dowling: Passed out badges to the officers with
flyers.
the SAM logo. Kafer: Showed Kerswap powered with a AXI
motor, covered with yellow and blue ultracoat, weight 26 ozs.;
Competition Reports: Lewis: No report.
showed a Cell Spy Plus brand digital meter that reads lipo pack
Unfinished Business:
voltages on each cell. Vanderbeek brought an original size
a) Copeland: SAM-21 T-Shirts/decals – Club approved the
Kerswap with an Ardin 19 and a 1939 GE Cabinette with an
new art work and Bill will go ahead with
O&R front rotor 23. Both models covered with polyspan and
were trimmed in red Master Designer spray from Michaels..
b) Roselle & Smith – Fall collecto will stay on current schedule
at Nordahl Hall. Smith not in favor of 2nd collecto. Roselle
Refreshments Courtesy of: Janet Roselle and Thanks to
suggested having a flea market at WOH in May subject to apDowling for the coffee.
proval of WOH board.
The next meeting will be held on March 25, 2010 - 7:00 p.m. Saratoga Fire Department.
getting quotes for quantities.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 p.m.
Respectfully submitted, Gary Leopold

DIST X VP JIM GIFFIN
From Woodland Davis Aeromodelers Newsletter 3/10

Jim Giffin - Friend to All Modelers
It is with a great sadness that I report our District X
Vice President Jim Giffin passed away on Sunday
January 31. Jim loved his wife and family, and he
served our country with pride, but I want you all to
know, Jim was so proud to be your Vice President,
and that the district was very important to him. I know
many of you knew Jim but for those that didn’t, Jim
belonged to clubs all over the district at one time or
another and helped to build many, as well as hold officer positions in many more. He was the IMAA President for three years and an IMAA AD before that. Jim
became a District 10 AVP for Rich Hansen in December 6, 2000, and served with distinction as a District
AVP until July 2008. At that time Jim took over the
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21

reins as the District X Vice President when Rich
stepped down to take on the role of AMA’s representative of Government and Regulatory Affairs. Jim’s
eight years of service as an AVP earned him AMA’s
Distinguished Service Award which was presented to
him by President Dave Mathewson at the 2008 AMA
Expo and Convention. Rich wrote “Jim was a very
close and dear personal friend. I admired and respected him for his no-nonsense business intellect
and his straightforward approach to solving problems
and relating to people. We shared similar military
backgrounds as Army Aviators and an enduring love
of all aspects of aviation. Jim truly had a heart of gold
and would give you the shirt of his back or the prop off
his plane if you needed it.”
.
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Rosy’s
Outlook
MARCH -

RE: your February CLIPPER has arrived!
From:"GianFranco Lusso" <gfl@cersus.ch>
You should have been here to complain against the
cold. In Geneva the snow is normal, but this year
there was also snow in Nice and there one inch snow
is a big problem. People not use to drive on snow,
no snow tires, no snow chains— everything stops!!!!
Gianco

After an extra wet January, Feb offered a respite and
a chance to dry out a bit, but still with unsettled
weather patterns. Then last week somebody turned
on the SPRING SWITCH! Sunny, 70 degree plus
weather! Time to put the jackets back in the closet.
The weeds in the back 40 are NOW more than
‘Waist-high by IDES of MARCHE!
Can I borrow somebody’s FLAME THROWER?

SILENT AUCTION at the APRIL MEETING
Hi all:
By the way Steve, note that by consensus of the
officers, we are planning to hold a silent auction.
Min prices may be set - the club to receive 10% of
the price of each item sold. Walt has agreed to
bring the forms.
Bill C

Jake admires Bill Vanderbeek’s GE Cabinette.

TED KAFER’s KERSWAP
from Ted Kafer <tkafer@sbcglobal.net>
Hi Steve, Here is the correct info:
*
kit by AeroCraft Ltd., Riverhead, NY
*
www.aerocraftrc.com
*
larger size by Tom Hunt
*
400 sq. in, 26-28 oz. all up flying weight,
*
51.8" span,
*
flat bottom airfoil
*
100 watt, 2 cell lipo recommended
very nice laser cut kit with more than enough strip
wood.
Ted
GIANCO on Euro Snow!
Our friend Gianco who lives both in Geneva, Switzerland and Nice, France, replies to my weather
complaints in last months Clipper:
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TIME to cough up your 2010
dues - that is.
Clip out the membership coupon
on the back page and send it in
MUCHO pronto!
You’ll be glad you did!
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James Lollar wrote:
> Bill,
> I sure enjoyed meeting you and several members of
SAM Chapter 21 at the Boulder City SAM Champs.
You may not remember, but I talked to you about perhaps getting some SAM 21 decals. You said you
thought I could do so being an associate member of Sam
21. You gave me the name of the person to contact and
I wrote it down, but cannot find it now. I just finished
my 300 sq in Cloudster for Speed 400 for the Muncie
Champs this year and would like a Sam 21 decal to put
on it. If you still think this would be ok please send me
the name of the contact for buying some Sam 21 decals.
>

> James W Lollar Sam #5674
> 418 West 18th Street, > Ada, OK 74820
> jlollar@cableone.net > 580 332 4734
> Multi colored so maybe I can see it better than the
Dallaire 300 I flew in Speed 400 at Boulder City.
> Still needs a windshield, but I hate installing windshields..........James L
From:Bev or Bill Copeland <bnbent@pacbell.net> Jim:
I remember very well. You were the guy with the beautiful Curtis
Robin that I took a picture of - that subsequently has appeared in
SAM Speaks?
What a beautiful model of the Cloudster. I envy your building
skills. I think you surely have enough colors on it.
We will be happy to have a SAM 21 decal on it. Gary: will you
send him several please.
We are in the process of having new decals made (vinyl/
adhesive) and if we get some samples before Muncie we will get
you some of those too.
(Steve: You might like to include one in the March Clipper
- and scoop everyone!) Bill C
[ Steve Wrote: OK! ]
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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After the meeting, but before Show & Tell, member OOH & AAH
the models to be presented.
Bill Vanderbeek brought an original size Kerswap with an Arden 19 and a 1939 GE Cabinette
with an O&R front rotor 23. Both models covered with Poly Span and were trimmed in red
Master Designer spray from Michaels..

The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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SAM 21 R/C OLD TIMER
34th ANNUAL
CONTEST & FUN-FLY(*)
MAY 22 & 23, 2010
This year we will again fly at Miriam Schmidt’s ranch. Come and RELAX
under shady trees in a grassy back yard while watching the flying
action out in the 50 acre alphalfa field.
Your hosts: MIRIAM SCHMIDT & Family 916-684-2265
(11948 Franklin Rd, Elk Grove, Ca. 95758)
Rev:_PRELIMINARY

C.D. JAKE CHICHILITTI
Email: jake.chichilitti@yahoo.com
650-595-8105

CONTEST EVENTS - Both Days
A GLO/IGN LER Combined
B/C GLO/IGN LER Combined
TEXACO GLO/IGN combined
1/2A TEXACO/SCALE Combined
ELECTRIC TEXACO

BROWN JR LER
ANTIQUE (combined)
OHLSSON SIDEPORT
OLD TIME GLIDER
100-PLUS TEXACO
S400LMR
Spirit of SAM CONCOURS
EVENT NOTES

Pilots meeting: 8:30 AM both days. Contest closes
Saturday at 4 pm, and ends Sunday at 3 pm.
Entry fees: $10.00 First event + $7.00 additional
events. (includes $2 per event to our hostess for
putting up with our shenanigans all weekend!
AMA Sanctioned meet

GRANDO RAFFLE
Dave Lewis is reputed to be donating another
superb Lewis-Built model for the raffle.
Many Thanks to Dave!

Electric ETEX
SAM 2008 Erules will apply

TICKETS ARE $1.00 EACH or 6 FOR $5.00
RAFFLE TO BE HELD NOON—SUNDAY.
S

S400LMR - a new event for 1/2A Texaco Electric models.
S400-6V motor, direct drive. 2 LiPo or 6 NiCd/NiMh,
3minute motor run, 4 Flights - Sum of 2 best.
(2010 Rules next page.)

100 PLUS TEXACO - special event

(rules next page)

OLD TIME GLIDER—We will allow any balsa , polyhedral, rudder/elevator glider to fly, SAM legal or not!
CONCOURS at

Noon Saturday!

AMA Insurance required

Narrow Band radios only

FUN-FLY - special event (*) rules next pages)
Any organized F-F events T.B.D.

NiCad-NiMh-Lipo Batteries OK

Revised: 22 MAR 2010

Scaling allowed.

Participant Trophies! - Other Prizes T.B.D.

The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21

LOGISTICS
Pancake Breakfast both days (you fix it & wash up) FREE
Lunch Saturday & Sunday around Noon
$5.00
Banquet Saturday evening 6:00 pm –ish
$12.00
SUPER 8 Motel
MOTEL 6 (2 locations)
MOTEL 6
GOLD RUSH Inn
JOHN JAY Inn
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FLORIN Rd
MACK Rd
MACK Rd
MACK Rd
MASSIE Ct
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916-427-7925
916-689-6555
916-689-9141
916-423-2003
916-689-4425

Jake will need additional support running the contest: Texaco Fueler, Field Marshal, Hamburger Chef,
etc. each day. As well as general helping out to setup and take down the various equipments.
Don’t forget to thank and assist our host Miriam Schmidt (She’s da Boss!), and with cleaning up later.

In 2009 SAM 21 forged out a new
format for FUN FLY Activity held in concert
with the usual SAM contest.
For 2010 we will try out this concept at
our Annual Old Timer Contest.
To accommodate the expected hoards of
Fun Flyers we have reduced our contest events
by combining a number of them, and eliminating others that have little or no interest in
recent years.
100 PLUS TEXACO
A new event proposed

IF your favorite event is not available
this year, by all means petition the club to
include it back next year.
Be warned: You may have to put up a small
deposit in advance in order to insure the event
in case of no-shows!
(See FUNFLY rules next pages)

5) No model weight limit, however, the weight must stay within AMA
insurance rules.

by Bob VonKonsky

A Contest for Antique Model Airplanes with an original wingspan of
100 inches and over, and designed prior to January 1943.

6) Each contestant gets two flights. The single best time of the two
flights will be counted.

Criteria:
1 ) No scaling up or down. Copies of original plans or SAM approved
plans must be used.

7) Additionally, each contestant is allowed two attempted flights.
An attempted flight is a flight aborted within two minutes of take off.
Notes:
This is an Texaco event for larger models - 100 inch span minimum,
but without the contrived Seven pound max fuel allotment of the
standard Texaco event.
I’ve modified Bob 1/8 oz per pound fuel allotment in the interest of
commonality with the Standard Texaco event—and most syringes on
the field these days.
FYI: 1/8oz = 3.637544cc
snr

2) Any size internal combustion engine may be used.
The cubic inch displacement is the contestant's choice; however, the
engine must stay within AMA insurance rules.
3) Fuel: Contestant's choice.
4) Fuel allotment is 4cc of fuel per pound of model weight, rounded to
the nearest pound.

5E. Speed 400 LMR Event
latest 2010 rules
1. Models may be based on any approved SAM Old
Timer gas model airplane. Scaling is allowed.
There is a 16 oz. minimum weight requirement.
By rule, North American Old Timer designs are
limited to Dec. 31, 1942 and older.
2. Thrust will be provided by a non-folding, nonmetal propeller of any size driven directly (i.e., no
reduction drives) by a Graupner [#3321] Speed
400 6-volt permanent magnet ferrite motor without
ball bearings. After purchase, motor timing adjustments are allowed.
To prevent damage to the motor, folding propellers
may be used provided they are locked in the fixed
position for normal flight.
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21

3. The battery may be six NiCad cells, or six NiMh
cells, or two Lithium chemistry cells of any
capacity with manufacturer’s label clearly visible.
4. The power to the motor must be radio controlled
but may be on/off or ESC.
5. Flights may be hand launched with the landing
area determined by field rules.
6. The motor may be run only during the first 180
seconds of the flight; Any running of the motor afterwards results in a zero score for that flight. This
time may be changed at the discretion of the CD.
7. The model’s score is the sum of the best two of
four 15 minute max flights.
[= added by snr]
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SAM Fun Fly Format
It seems to be more and more apparent that there exists, in the ranks of
“Old Time”, radio assisted fliers, two
distinct groups who participate in the
flying side of the sport. One group consists of serious competitors who use the
latest techniques and technology to optimize performance (and thereby risk) and
the other which merely flies for the
“fun” of seeing their creations climb
more or less the same as they did in the
day that the models were originally designed and flew as true free flight models. (thereby reducing the risk of loss of
control and/or structural failure)
While both types “compete” in
regularly scheduled contests, many Fun
Fliers participate to support the bottom
line to insure that sponsoring Chapters
avoid losing money, thus making it possible for the events to continue. Speaking from experience, it is not a lot of
“fun” to be unable or unwilling to compete, but most fun fliers are experienced
“Crow eaters” – and do so out of love of
the sport.
This is not to disparage the competitor types, as in many arenas, they are
on the cutting edge of technology which
frequently advances the development of
the sport for everyone.
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21

But, reaching back in time to my
free flight days, which is the root of our
present day activities, I vividly remember a Stockton Piston Pushers, later
SGMA, club meeting in the late 1940’s
at which the owner of one of the hobby
shops in Stockton and a major sponsor
of local contests, after listening to
arguments regarding the suitability of
prizes needed for an up coming event,
raised his hand stopping the debate and
said, “do you always have to fly for
prizes?’. I will let you answer that question for yourselves, but this simple statement has stuck with me in many events
in my life, most not connected with
model airplanes.
Said another way, are you in it for the
sport and individual challenge of model
building and flying, or for the relatively
short lived glory of winning something?
Many Chapter members do not
have an adequate “home field” and, as
the contests are usually held at some of
the best flying sites, the events not only
provide an opportunity to compete if
that is your “thing”, but for the Fun Fliers, the luxury of flying where there is a
chance to experience the freedom of an
open site at which they can explore all
the facets of flying their models, as well
as the opportunity to network with a
large spectrum of fellow modelers is
reason enough to attend.
Finally, consider the success of
IMAA, which has no contests, only “fun
fly” events.
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Bill Copeland - SAM 21 President
MARCH 2010

(to conserve access to the frequency)

FUN FLY Format:
A Fun Fly will be a one or two day, “two
tiered” event held at any site that provides ample
room for flight with few obstructions to flight and
sponsored by a Chapter of SAM. Fun Fly events shall
be scheduled with due consideration for regularly
scheduled SAM events, but as often as interest or resources allow...
Entry for all participants will require current
AMA membership, and may require an entry fee to
cover expenses as determined by the sponsoring
Chapter.
The sponsoring Chapter will designate a SAM
member who will perform the duties of Chairman for
the Tier 1 fliers and a SAM qualified Contest Director
to perform the regular duties required by SAM rules
for the Tier 2 fliers. Both of these positions may be
filled by any SAM member from any Chapter. The
Chairman (woman) of Tier 1 and the CD of Tier 2
will be allowed to fly as time permits.
The sponsoring Chapter will be responsible for:

Securing AMA Sanction as a Special Event
Securing permission to use the proposed site,
Will announce the availability of food on site in
advance of the event, but will not necessarily be
responsible to furnish food at the event,
Will establish the “landing area”,
Will announce the Tier 2 events to be scored
Will furnish score card for both Tier 1 and Tier 2
events
The sponsoring Chapter shall make an effort
to secure raffle prizes. The raffle will be available to
all in attendance.
There will be no provision for rain dates. The
sponsoring Chapter is encouraged to schedule a
“show and tell” session to be held during the lunch
break, or at another appropriate time to encourage
exchange of builder techniques and innovation.

Tier 1 entrants are encouraged to adhere to all
SAM rules (as practice for future participation in Tier
2 events) but any model originally designed as a free
flight and converted to radio control may be entered.
Original design/experimental models, generally adhering to the above rules, may also be entered.
An official record of attempts or flight times
may be kept, at the entrants discretion, Participants
will be encouraged to report the number of flights and
the SAM classification of the aircraft(s) flown, if
applicable. To count as an “official” flight a minimum
flight time of 4 minutes shall be required. (this record
should be kept to provide a data base to determine the
most participation in each SAM class.)
A form for such record will be provided by the event
sponsor.
There will be no “prizes” for Tier 1 participants unless provided by the sponsoring Chapter or
the Tier I entrants. Based on the most number of official flights, “winners” will be announced down to 10th
and such record will be retained for use in computing
the “Fun Fly Annual Champion” to be announced in
January each year. The “Champion” shall be awarded
a suitable gift certificate to a model retailer of his/her
choice.
In all cases of frequency conflict between Tier
1 and Tier 2 fliers, Tier 2 fliers will have precedent.
Participants may opt to change from Tier 1 status to
Tier 2 status providing the aircraft to be flown complies with all SAM International rules for the class to
be flown, but Tier 1 flights/times will not be transferable to Tier 2

Tier 2 - CONTEST

Tier 2 will be available to all participants who desire
to officially compete and will be strictly governed by
current SAM International rules. (as in a regular contest)
Participants will be furnished a score card which inTier 1 - FUN FLY
Tier 1 will be open to all participants and will be gov- cludes all classes to be flown. Points toward any
Championship will be awarded per the rules of the
erned by current SAM rules except for:
engine type, engine run time, (except: glow powered championship which the contestant is working toward.
limited to 30 seconds, Speed 400 limited to 60 secIf “prizes” are to be awarded, the Sponsoring Chapter
onds, ignition powered limited to 40 seconds)
may furnish prizes or participants in each class may
wing loadingand total flight times. The total required
establish a “pool” of cash to be distributed as apflight time for any flight is 10 minutes. After the 10
proved by contestants in that class.
minute limit has been reached, pilots are encouraged
_______________________________
to end the flight as soon as safely possible
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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SPEED 400 HARDWARE
Bev or Bill Copeland wrote: > Dr. Joe an I are trying to get airplanes going for the speed 400 event, but we're not sure which
Graupner motor to get - the 6V or the 7.2V. What do you suggest?
> Bill C
=========================
Hi Bill,
Andrew's rules not withstanding, you need the Graupner S400-6v motor ( #3321-6v ) for the rulebook event.
http://www.hobby-lobby.com/speed400.htm
I have a half dozen or so and will be glad to let you have them at cost. I am working on motor mounts that will bolt up to a Cox Baby
Bee pattern if you want those also, but will be a while until I get them machined. I have Lewis's mount machined but it is non standard since his plane had a Elfin on it instead of a Cox.
You'll also need a prop hub adapter (for 2.3mm shaft),
http://www.hobby-lobby.com/propadap.htm?pSearchQueryId=486975
an APC 6x4 electric prop,
a 15 amp LiPo rated speed control with brake function, some connectors and wiring, and you're ready to go.
AEROMICRO should have everything except the motors - which only HOBBY-LOBBY.com sells.
I use the GWS GS400LI ESC about $26 at AeroMicro.
http://www.aeromicro.com/
Can't find the GS400LI on their website but it looks like this one (This one is NOT for LIPOS!!!)
http://www.aeromicro.com/Catalog/gws_gs-400_esc__futaba__1500295.htm
Lastly but not leasly - Batteries: Use a 2 cell LiPo, else the weight of a NiCad pack will be excessive.
I use Thunder Power TP-1320 mah or TP-2100 mah packs. The larger one is used to bring the Dallaire up to Min weight,
but also holds its voltage up a bit more under load.
Hope this helps!

Steve

Clash of the Titans Challenge
Saturday 12 JUNE 2010

Events
1. Speed 400, SAM rules with 2 minute motor run
2. Unlimited motor run, time starts on motor shut-off.
3. Longest flight with any plane, with SAM rules.
4. Speed 400 pylon race
5. A Miss 2 event.
6. Fly by of the Giants

From: "Tickleac@aol.com" <Tickleac@aol.com>
To: bnbent@pacbell.net
Sent: Sat, February 27, 2010
Subject: Re: Clash of the Titans Challenge
Hi SAM 21,
Glad everybody likes the proposed program. Now that the status
has grown from a Fun Fly to a (fun) Clash of the Titans it seems
all we have to do now is pick a date and order the steaks.
[Date decided is 12 JUNE 2010 snr]
A trophy for the annual Clash of the Titans Speed 400 Challenge
is in design and preparation. It will have an antique adjustable
pitch wooden propeller mounted on top and the two club emblems underneath. Remember the value of this prestigious trophy
rises astronomically until 2014 when the club that wins it that
year keeps it -- to be permanently displayed at Schmidt Ranch
where it will have broader bragging rights.

Maybe SAM 21 will have more giants when we meet.
There are surprisingly few gas flyers in SAM 27, considering its
size. I will have an Ohlsson 23 powered Viking, and Miss America (Brown Junior?) to add to the noise. There will undoubtedly
be some Long Cabins and a Kloud King (note these are all cabin
jobs).
I will send the Speed 400 pylon rules. This is a handicap event.
Each heat the previous winner gets a 15 second (delayed start)
handicap. We will go easy on SAM 21 because (as far as we
know) you are not used to flying round the pylons. SAM 21 pilots will all take a 15 second handicap and then we will catch up
and pass you guys.

We flew in the Speed 400 International Postal last year and finished in the middle of the pack. We have several British flyers so After the meet if the are any SAM 21 flyers who don't want to go
no one should object to the European pre 1950 definition of
home (or can't go home) we have a couple of spare bedrooms at
"antique". This just adds to the variety of airplanes which will
our house in Petaluma, and Eggs Benedict for breakfast.
otherwise be dominated by Airborns and Kerswaps.
From now on let's keep the main correspondence between Chip
This year we will have a couple of dozen new (commemorative)
and Jake (just to keep things simple) and cc the rest of us eager
Kerswaps. So even if we can't beat you on skill, three of our
beavers to keep us in the loop.
many flyers could get lucky. For this kind of meet we are firm
Best regards to all......Andrew T
believers that it's better to be lucky than good!
Glad to hear Dave Sasso is eager to bring the Beohle Giant.
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GIANCO’s Attenasaio
That excellent Italian language newsletter—
L’Aquilone—recently featured this towline free flight
glider design by our friend Gianfranco Lusso. If my
online ‘free translation’ of the extensive article is at all
correct, (I could be wrong!) Gianco designed and built
the AQ-47 in 1952 as a student and did well with it.
Later in 1994 at Englands Middle Wallop he got it out
of mothballs and again did well. Finally in 2000 at the
French Championships… in Gianco’s words:
“My model did not fly from 1994, I programmed therefore
l' arrival a first day to have time of to do some flight of control and to take again the hand to the pulling. The model was
at peace and so after some throw I dedicated me to the Coupe
d' Hiver .... In almost worthless competition wind during the
first two throws in which the model connected a couple of
micro-termiche, more supported wind during the third throw
where with a little' of luck … allowing me of to win with

a certain margin the French Championship. “
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Every time I hear the dirty word 'exercise', I wash
my mouth out with chocolate..

The Importance of Walking
Walking can add minutes to your life. This enables
you at 85 years old to spend an additional 5 months
in a nursing home at $7000 per month.

I do have flabby thighs, but fortunately my stomach
covers them.

I joined a health club last year, spent about 400
bucks. Haven't lost a pound. Apparently you have
to go there.

AND
Every time I start thinking too much about how I
look, I just find a Happy Hour and by the time I leave,
I look just fine.

The advantage of exercising every day is so when
My grandpa started walking five miles a day when you die, they'll say, 'Well, she looks good doesn't
he was 60. Now he's 97 years old and we don't know she.'
where the hell he is.
If you are going to try cross-country skiing, start
with
a small country.
I like long walks, specially when they are taken by
people who annoy me.
I know I got a lot of exercise the last few years,......
just
getting over the hill.
The only reason I would take up walking is so that
I could hear heavy breathing again.
We all get heavier as we get older, because there's a
lot
more information in our heads. That's my story
I have to walk early in the morning, before my brain
and I'm sticking to it.
figures out what I'm doing..

GORDON BURFORD (1919 – 2010)
In 1942, Gordon married Josie Harding and, into the stable
family which ensued, four sons were born. Following the
cessation of hostilities, Gordon could see an opportunity to
manufacture model aircraft engines in Australia. He convinced Josie that he could support the family in this manner, and purchased a lathe, a tool and cutter grinder and a
hone. He initially made just three 5cc diesels, based on the
Gordon was a modeler too, starting with rubber in the early Sparey design which had recently been published in Eng1930s and progressing to become a very competitive Inland. Two further 5cc diesel designs, based on the very
door and Wakefield flyer prior to the Second World War,
successful American Drone engines, were then produced
along with his lifelong friend, Boyd Felstead. Following the in quantity to provide a living for the Burford family. By the
war, Gordon (VH-155) pioneered control-line flying in
mid ‘50s, Gordon Burford had built thousands of Sabre dieSouth Australia, alongside other luminaries such as Bill
sel and glow engines, most being sold on the local market.
Evans, Jack Black and Mal Sharpe.
These engines introduced so many young and old Australians to the joys of aeromodelling and elevated Gordon’s
He was a well-known and respected free-flight contestant
small firm to International attention.
for many years, before turning his interest to old-timer flying
in the mid ‘70s. He built specialist engines for old-timers
In 1957 he adopted the Taipan and GloChief names for his
and was always on hand to offer advice and assistance to engines. His son Peter was now working full-time with his
other modelers. Gordon was known around the world for
father and was to contribute his own design and manufachis engines and modeling expertise, having made several
turing ideas. Production of Burford engines increased draoverseas trips to England, France, Italy and the US.
matically in the ‘60s and ‘70s, with well over 100,000 engines being built at the Gordon Burford and Co. Pty. Ltd.
Gordon Burford was born in Adelaide on the 3rd August
factory at Belfast Street in Grange, South Australia.
1919. He grew-up during the Depression years, aiding his
father who was a beekeeper. He then trained as an aircraft In 1973, Gordon passed the Taipan business to Peter’s
instrument fitter prior to the outbreak of WW2. Enlisted in
control, and directed his energies to the interests of Austrathe 2/27th Brigade, Gordon was pulled out just prior to its
lian aeromodellers, taking the position of Federal Secretary
embarkation for New Guinea and instructed to continue his and Treasurer to the MAAA. In this, he was very ably asinstrument work. This order was to be of anguish to him for sisted by his wife Josie, and they remained in this capacity
the rest of his life, though it undoubtedly saved him from
until 1984. During their tenure, the MAAA was progressed
the fate which befell so many of his compatriots.
from a relatively small organization to one with access to
Gordon Burford was Australia’s premier model engine designer and manufacturer. The thousands and thousands of
engines he produced and sold under the GB, GeeBee, Sabre, GloChief and Taipan names encouraged and sustained aeromodelling in this country for over 50 years.
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the Australian Government and an enhanced presence at
the annual CIAM Meeting of the FAI in Paris. Gordon loved
these overseas trips and forged a long-lasting, personal
association with many prominent people in the international
aeromodelling scene. Influential people such as Ron Moulton, Peter Chinn, Ron Irvine, Henry Nicholls, John Brodbeck, Duke Fox, Sandy Pimenoff, John Pond and others
were now brought up-to-date with the Australian modelling
scene, and Australian modellers started to move out into
the world as a result of these introductions. That is one of
Gordon Burford’s greatest legacies.

merely flew models with his engines.
We extend our condolences to his sons, Peter, Don, Richard and Mark, to their wives and partners and to Gordon’s
grandchildren and their families.
David Owen (VH2198), Wollongong NSW 2500
14th March 2010
Gordon with
Sabre 150 Diesel

In 1983, Gordon and Josie were granted MAAA Life Membership for their work with the organization. In 1985,
Gordon was awarded the prestigious Paul Tissandier Diploma by the FAI for services to aeromodelling. He was
inducted into the MAAA Hall of Fame twice. First in 1983
for services to aeromodelling, and again in 2000 for being a
‘Competitor at the 1938 Nationals’, the first such national
event held in Australia.
Around 1980, Gordon and Josie moved from Adelaide to
Currumbin in QLD and built a unique house to Gordon’s
design. In the large attached workshop, he built many of
the specialist and replica engines for which he was so wellknown in later years. He also provided unstinting assistance and advice to Aling Li, of the Thunder Tiger company
in Taiwan and to smaller engine builders such as the writer.
Josie passed away in 1998, ending for Gordon a marvelous
marriage which had lasted for nearly 56 years. Finally,
Gordon embraced CO2, compressed air and electric power
and in his latter years flew small models in a local reserve.
He never lost his interest in model engines though, and
was always ready to discuss and quietly advise people with
a similar interest.
Gordon Burford passed away on the 12th March, 2010, following a fall at his home in Currumbin. He will be greatly
missed by all who knew him, who knew of him, or who

SAM 21 Membership Application Form - 2010
Check one: `

NEW Member

Check one:

FULL Member

Returning member

$25

SAM No._________________

ASSOCIATE

$15 ( newsletter only)

AMA No. ______________
(Req’d if full member)

Name: _________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________

Mail to: Secretary/Treasurer:

City:______________________________________ State: ______

GARY LEOPOLD
905 ANITA Ave,
BELMONT, CA 94002

Phone: ___________________________

Zip: ______________

Email Address: _________________________________________
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